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UNIT 1: Identity
Grammar: Present tenses revision, past tenses revision
Vocabulary: compound adjectives (urban tribes)
Skills: writing a personal description, reading articles about national identity, asking and giving 
personal information, agreeing and disagreeing, listening to an interview

UNIT 2: Houses
Grammar: Present Perfect Continuous, modifiers and comparatives, have/get something done
Vocabulary: types of house, features, appliances and location
Skills: reading comprehension (getting specific information), listening to a description of a house 
and a hostel dialogue, asking about accommodations, making offers

UNIT 3: Adventure
Grammar: Future tenses revision, prepositions + ing forms
Vocabulary: adventure and extreme sports, confusing nouns
Skills: making plans and predictions, asking for information, talking about our adventures, 
reading/listening blog about sports, writing a personal email about a holiday

UNIT 4: Islands
Grammar: Second Conditional, gerund
Vocabulary: holidays
Skills: writing a postcard, requesting and checking information, talking about your holidays and 
dream destination, reading/listening advertisements

UNIT 5: Image
Grammar: reflexive pronouns, verb patterns, modals of speculation – present
Vocabulary: appearances
Skills: describing a celebrity (listening and speaking), reading (sentence gaps), writing a note about 
shopping, complaining and apologising, making deductions, discussion about privacy (speaking)

UNIT 6: Big events
Grammar: Past perfect, so/such, used to/would
Vocabulary: events and memories
Skills: talking and writing about past events, listening to interviews about memories and events, 
listening multiple choice (specific information), listening to a story, telling stories

UNIT 7: Flight
Grammar: defining and non-defining relative clauses, passive from



Vocabulary: journeys and transport
Skills: telling news, acting out airport dialogues, identifying informal style

UNIT 8: Heroes
Grammar: modals of speculation – past, prepositions at the end of the sentences
Vocabulary: biography
Skills: description of life stories, listening multiple choice, 

UNIT 9: Learning
Grammar: reported statements, make and do
Vocabulary: school life, school in UK and USA
Skills: talking about happiness in classroom, dialogue about school
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